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Austria's harmonious answer to the great anglo- american style female classic pop
icons, Magdalena Piatti's songs are sensitive, emanate great sentimentality and
thanks to their powerful verve delivered by a fine voice never fail to awaken it's
listener's emotions.
Gentle waves of delicate piano and heavenly string arrangements do their part to
create a whole far greater than the sum of it's parts. - as quoted by „the gap“.
Her debut album „Broken Wings“ reflects the life, passion and authenticity of the
highly talented Singer/Songwriter and is the culmination of her work so far,
having taken her first steps into composing at the tender age of 11.
The twelve songs included are defined by the piano playing and exquisite voice of
Magdalena Piatti, capturing the audience from the first moment. The melodies flow
easily, with strings adding a magical , fragile quality to these enchanting pop songs.
„I would describe my music as pop with a certain depth; as pieces meant to entice
the listener into dreaming or contemplation“, Piatti remarks on her work. „It is difficult
to describe the severe fragility of powerful emotions in words; much easier to set it to
music!“ The balancing act between searching and arriving pervades the entire album,
the single „It's too late“ in particular is about emotional moments in life that I imagine
everyone has went through. Will these „Broken Wings“ grow back together- and carry
her songs to far away lands? From Loosdorf (Lower Austria) into the whole wide
world, for instance?
It was there namely, in the heart of Austria's wine district, that Magdalena Piatti
began singing as a child. Piano lessons as a youth were followed up by graduating
from the Vienna conservatory with a degree in Piano and Jazz singing. This highly
intensive phase of involving herself in music saw the creation of her first original
songs. From 2003 on, Magdalena Piatti has been active as a Singer/Songwriter, her
live perfomances becoming a fixture of the Austrian music scene. Not just Austria
has taken notice however. In the last two years her broken wings have taken their
creator beyond her home countries' borders, leading to concerts in Germany and the
Netherlands. How far will the journey go? We look forward to seeing... !
Band: Magdalena Piatti (voc, piano), Barbara Kramer (violine), Martin Mixan (double bass),
Michael Flatz (drums); all songs: words & music by Magdalena Piatti
Discographie: „Inner Space“ (5-Song-CD, 2008), VA: „Young Music From Austria“ (Sampler,
Rhythm & Poetry 2010), „Broken Wings“ (Lindo/Hoanzl, 2011)
Press: „Melodies with a melancholic touch... excellent technical abilities... the fundament for her
music.“ (mica.at)
Printable Cover, Presspic, Video „It’s too late“ on: www.lindo.at
http://www.magdalenapiatti.com
Live: www.magdalenapiatti.com
Label- Booking- und Promotion: lindorecords@yahoo.de
Lindo Rec., WUK c/o Jürgen Plank, Währinger Strasse 59, 1090 Wien
T: 0043/ (0)650/7427380, lindorecords@yahoo.de, www.lindo.at, www.myspace.com/lindorec
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